
THE PATRIOT ESSAY

The â€œPatriotâ€• takes place in South Carolina in during the Revolutionary War. It is a story about a widowed father of
seven, named Benjamin Martin. When South Carolina decides to go to war with Britain, Gabriel immediately joins the
carriagehouseautoresto.comt his father's permission.

This act expanded the surveillance powers of domestic law enforcement and international intelligence
agencies In world, they would hold charged Bayonets and travel towards the enemy. As a result of the harsh
treatment and strict regulations put on the colonists by the British such as the Boston Massacre, the Tea Act,
Stamp Act, and other taxes, the colonists were ready for a change. Patriot Resource. But the Torahs of natural
philosophies describe that behind each action there is an equal and the opposite reaction. The Battle of
Yorktown, the last official battle of the revolution was a success on the part of the American patriots. And at
the terminal of this conflict, Martin kills Tavington which besides helps led the Continental ground forces to
triumph. This film is about Benjamin Martin who was male parent of seven kids and he declines an offer to
contend for the Continental ground forces. General Charles Earl Cornwallis though some details given are
true. The American Revolution is an example of a controversial topic. By the time we got there, the fort was
abandoned It is questionable if this act is ethical based on how the government using the patriot act to prevent
terrorism. The laws and policies enacted were self-serving, which caused the colonists to vigorously resist and
try to avoid British authority. The movie is a good representation of colonial life during the Revolutionary
period. Over three thousand people were killed and the impregnable nation known as America was know
scared and vulnerable. Both characters, on the British side of the revolution are both attributed many negative
aspects in the movie which gave a worse image than their reality would have. Finally the colonial army stops,
takes aim, and fires at the British soldiers. The chaotic and disorganized British rule of the American colonies
led to the Revolutionary War. This is incorrect. It allows the government unlimited access to phone records,
emails, and text messages without a warrant through National Security Letters and Sneak and Peak Searches.
When his son asks for an explanation, Benjamin Martin finally uncovers this mystery: "The French and
Cherokee had raided along the Blue Ridge. For the unnamed battle, a combination of the Battle of Cowpens
and the battle of Guilford courthouse, Benjamin Martin is seen devising the plan for the battle, while in reality
it was not him but Daniel Morgan, another leader in the American Revolution who planned this battle out.


